Publication of 3rd provisional part panel for recruitment to the posts in Level-1 of 7th CPC pay matrix against CEN: 02/2018, dtd.10.02.2018.

1. In continuity of publication of provisional part panel dtd. 26.06.2019 & 27.06.2019 (for recruitment to the posts in Level-1 of 7th CPC pay matrix against CEN: 02/2018, dtd. 10.02.2018), panel of 209 candidates alongwith allocation of Department and Division is published herewith.

2. All condition mentioned in notice of dtd.26.06.2019 is applicable to this provisional part panel also.

3. Cases pend due to various reasons, elaborated in earlier notice dtd.26.06.2019 will decide shortly and accordingly provisional part panel may be published in future if pend cases found fit in all respect. For forthcoming panel likely to be published in the future, candidates should visit the website of RRC/ECR.

(Chairman)
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